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Intro:  

Wouldn't it be a change for you and me to stay at home once in a while?

We'd cabaret until the break of day I'll bet that we'd dance many a mile

I'd like to see a movie once more. They don't keep people staying up until four

Wouldn't it be a pleasant novelty to tumble in early once more?

Sleepy time gal you're turning night into day

Sleepy time gal you dance the evening away

Before each silvery star fades out of sight
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Please give me one little kiss, and then let us whisper "Good-night"

It's getting late, and, dear, your pillow's waiting

Sleepy time gal when all your dancing is through

You'll learn to cook and to sew, what's more, you'll love it, I know

When you're a stay-at-home, play-at-home, eight o'clock sleepy time gal

When you're a stay-at-home, play-at-home, eight o'clock sleepy time gal
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Intro: | Gm Gm7 | Gm7b5 C7 | F | C7 |

F                      Db                          F        C7            F        C7
Wouldn't it be a change for you and me to stay at home once in a while?

F                      Db                          F        C7            F
We'd cabaret until the break of day I'll bet that we'd dance many a mile

A7                       Dm                          A7                                             Dm
I'd like to see a movie once more. They don't keep people staying up until four

F                      Db                          G7        C7
Wouldn't it be a pleasant novelty to tumble in early once more?

F                 F6   F        F6  Db7  C7
Sleepy time gal you're turn-ing night into day

Gm7                          C7                          Fadd9    FMA7
Sleepy time gal you dance the evening a-way

F7  E7  Eb7  D7                      G9
Be-fore each silvery star fades out of sight

G7                          C7                          C7+
Please give me one little kiss, and then let us whisper "Good-night"

Gm7                          C7                          C7+
It's getting late, and, dear, your pillow's waiting

F                 F6   F        F6  Db7  C7
Sleepy time gal when all your dancing is through

Gm7                          C7                          A7        Dm
Sleepy time gal I'll find a cottage for you

G7                          F                          D7
You'll learn to cook and to sew, what's more, you'll love it, I know

Gm         Gm7                       Gm7b5       C7     F     D7
When you're a stay-at-home, play-at-home, eight o'clock sleepy time gal

Gm         Gm7                       Gm7b5       C7     F     Bbm6    F6
When you're a stay-at-home, play-at-home, eight o'clock sleepy time gal